CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusions

After analyzing and determining the types of conversational implicature from the conversation that has been transcripts in The Interview’s Movie, the conclusions are presented as follows;

1. The two types of conversational implicature were occurred in The Interview’s Movie, they were Generalized Conversational Implicature (63) and Particularized Conversational Implicature (57).

2. The dominant type of conversational implicature was Generalized Conversational Implicature conveyed by all the characters with 63 occurrences (52.5%) which is occurred in The Interview’s Movie.

3. The characters conveyed opinion, statement, information or answer briefly and clearly based on the fact or the truth condition so that the viewers can easily catch the meaning without having special background knowledge.

B. Suggestions

By considering the research findings and the conclusions, there are some suggestions which are presented as follows:

1. The students are suggested to comprehend Pragmatics especially knowledge about conversational implicature so that they can catch the meaning in the conversation implicitly and English teachers are suggested to increase their learning style and enrich their teaching materials by choosing
movie to improve the students’ ability and to attract the student’s interest in conversational implicature.

2. Implicature is very useful to be studied by increasing awareness when having conversation with others because people often applied implicit meaning in their daily conversation. Sometimes people used implicit meaning when they are arguing with someone, giving opinion or providing a statement. So that is why implicature is very useful in life because sometimes people need to speak carefully to avoid misunderstanding.

3. This thesis could be a relevant study for others researchers who are interested in doing research in the same field of Conversational Implicature based on Yule’s theory.